This paper describes deflation of finite element (FE) matrices for electromagnetic fields. The condition of the FE matrices is improved by the matrix deflation which replaces small eigenvalues with zeros. It is known that convergence of linear solvers for FE equations can be improved by using the AV method as well as explicit and implicit error correction (EC) methods which have been derived from the multigrid method. These numerical results are theorized on the basis of the matrix deflation. In particular, augmented matrices appeared in the AV and implicit EC methods are shown to have good conditioning after preconditioning. These results suggest that the above methods are based on a common mathematical principle.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
T is known that convergence of linear solvers used in finite element (FE) analysis of electromagnetic fields depends on matrix conditioning. Poor matrix conditioning often gives rise to severe problems in the FE analysis. For example, one has poor matrix conditioning when the elements are quite flat or distorted. Moreover, one encounters such a problem when the frequency or conductivity is set to small in the eddy current analysis based on the A method whose unknown variable is the vector potential.
The matrix deflation, which replaces small eigenvalues with zeros to improve matrix conditioning, would cure the above mentioned problems. The deflation technique has been applied to the conjugate gradient (CG) method with application to boundary value problems [1] , and also to diffusion problems for soil layers with significantly different permeability [2] . Moreover, the deflated CG method has been introduced on the basis of the Lanczos algorithm [3] . In computational electromagnetism, magnetostatic problems with large jumps in the magnetic permeability have been analyzed using the deflation method where the approximated eigenvectors corresponding to small eigenvalues are obtained from simplified FE models with local supports [4] .
Besides the matrix deflation, the explicit error correction (EEC) and implicit error correction (IEC) techniques have been introduced to eliminate slowly converging components [5] . These methods can be recognized as a modified version of the multigrid method, and are also relevant to the AV method which employs an augmented FE matrix. Moreover, convergence of the CG method applied to FE analysis of magnetostatic problems with considerably flat elements has been shown to be drastically improved by the singularity decomposition (SD) [6] , which has the same theoretical basis as the IEC. These two methods will be referred as the IEC-SD method hereafter.
This paper discusses the effectiveness of the matrix deflation applied to FE analysis. The reason why the AV, IEC-SD, EEC give good conditioning will be explained from the theory of the matrix deflation. In particular, the mathematical property of the augmented matrices used in the AV and IEC-SD will be clarified. The numerical results will be shown to support the theoretical results.
II. MATRIX DEFLATION
A. Projection Matrix
The matrix deflation is formulated on the basis of the projection matrices, which will be introduced below. Let us consider a system of linear equations (1) where is assumed to be symmetric positive definite. The solution vector is decomposed into slowly and fast converging components as , where and , are linearly independent vectors. Here is set to sufficiently smaller than . Two examples for choice of will be presented in Sections III-C and IV. Now A-orthogonality is imposed on the vectors to results in (2) Because is regular, the slowly converging component can be expressed as
where . Moreover, let us introduce the dual matrix whose explicit form is given by (4) Now the solution can be expressed as . It can be shown that is a projection matrix which satisfies , and the same property holds for . Moreover, one can see that holds by definition, and find that and are commutable, namely, , which leads to the abovementioned A-orthogonality (5) 0018-9464/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE
B. Effect of Matrix Deflation
Let us assume that is composed of the orthonormal eigenvectors , corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues of . In addition, we introduce which consists of the remained eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues . In the deflation method, the slowly and fast converging components , are separately determined as follows: is readily obtained from (6) where is easily inverted because as mentioned above. Note here that where . On the other hand, the component can be determined by solving (7) One can see that the symmetric matrix has zero eigenvalues because holds. Moreover, it follows from , where , that has eigenvalues . It is, therefore, concluded that the small eigenvalues of are replaced with zeros by the matrix deflation while the other eigenvalues are remained unchanged. This means that the condition number is decreased to after the deflation. Note here that in (7) is singular. There exist, however, solutions to (7) because is perpendicular to which expresses the kernel of . Although is arbitrary to an extent of addition of , is uniquely determined because of .
III. ANALYSIS OF RELATED METHODS
This section discusses the properties of the EEC and IEC-SD, as well as AV methods through the theory of the matrix deflation.
A. EEC Method
Let us consider the simplified multigrid algorithm with double layered V-cycle applied to (1) , which has the following steps: 1) solution of (1) and evaluation of residual ; 2) restriction and solution of the restricted equation ; 3) prolongation and error correction , where and are prolongation and restriction matrices. Inspired from the multigrid method, Iwashita et al. introduced EEC method [5] , which uses the matrix , in stead of , to decompose into . Then (1) is rewritten in the form (8) Moreover, the Galerkin condition that the residual is perpendicular to imposed on (8) yields the equation for as (9) At the first stage of the EEC, (8) is solved for by setting . Next, inserting into the right-hand side of (9), which is solved for . Then is substituted into the right-hand side of (8) . These iterative processes continue until convergence. The EEC is expected to improve the convergence in solution of (1) because it has the same algorithm as the multigrid method. However, there have not been mathematical discussions on the property of the EEC, which will be given in the following.
To consider the property of (8) and (9), is eliminated from them to obtain (10) One can find that (10) is identical with (7) because is identical with . Therefore, assuming that is composed of the eigenvectors corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues of , it is concluded that the EEC improves the matrix conditioning by replacing the small eigenvalues with zeros in the same manner as the matrix deflation.
B. IEC-SD Method
In the IEC-SD method, (8) and (9) are coupled in a form (11) which is solved for and . Note here that (11) can also be derived directly from (7) and (9) . The augmented matrix in (11), denoted by hereafter, has been used for preconditioning of ill-conditioned system of linear equations [7] .
Discussion based on a toy problem and numerical examples in [6] suggest that preconditioning of yields well-conditioned systems in contrast to . A mathematical discussion on this property will be given as follows.
The eigenvalues of are obtained from
where and represent unit and zero matrices. It can be concluded from (13) that the eigenvalues are zeros, [11] , where , are the eigenvalues of . It follows from this result that ; thus, the conditioning of is still poor if is large. This suggests that preconditioning plays a crucial role in improvement of conditioning of .
To show this theoretically, we first consider the asymptotic property of the preconditioned matrix of , denoted by . We introduce here a parameter so that becomes large when . For instance, would be thickness of thin finite elements, or in the A method which will be discussed later. It is assumed that , as while , . Hence, in this limit. For simplicity, the diagonal scaling is assumed for the preconditioner consisting of diagonal matrices and , where , are the diagonal components of . Then one finds that the preconditioned matrix (14) where which is the preconditioned matrix of obtained by the diagonal scaling, has the limit (15) as . The eigenvalues of will be written as , , and the same rule is adopted to the other quantities relevant to . Thus, in this limit, the eigenvalues of are zeros, ones and positive values . When slightly increases from zero, the eigenvalues of would stay near the above values because of eigenvalue continuity. However, one can see that (16) It follows from (16) that the zero eigenvalues remain unchanged even if increases. It is, therefore, concluded that has no small eigenvalues which deteriorate the convergence in contrast to .
The eigenvalues of can be found when assuming that in (1) is already preconditioned by the diagonal scaling, namely, . Equation (1) would be still ill-conditioned after preconditioning when is small. Then one can derive the following theorem.
Theorem 1: The eigenvalues of generated from and , which consists of the eigenvectors corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues of , are zeros and , . Proof: Because , one can set in (14) . Now the eigenvalues of can be found from (17) (18) (19) where contains the eigenvectors of corresponding to its eigenvalues . Hence, it is clear that the eigenvalues of are zeros and , . It can be concluded from theorem 1 that the conditioning of is effectively improved after the diagonal scaling especially when .
C. AV Method for Eddy Current Problems
Here we focus on the FE formulations for eddy current problems, to which the concept of the matrix deflation will be applied. The domain is assumed to be divided into finite elements which have faces, edges and nodes. The A method solves the FE equation of the form [13] (20)
where is the discrete counterpart of curl operator [12] . The entities of and are given by and , where and are the basis functions of facet and edge elements. It is known that ; thus, is singular. For simplicity, is assumed to be positive so that is regular. In this case, the FE matrix in (20), denoted by , becomes nearly singular when becomes small. This is the reason why the A method has slow convergence.
To overcome this difficulty, we adopt the matrix deflation to . We can employ , the discrete counterpart of grad operator which satisfies , for since as approaches zero which corresponds to in the above discussion. The resultant deflated equation takes the same form as (7), where is now defined by (21) In (21), the matrix inversion is defined in a sense of pseudo-inverse if is singular. As in the derivation of (11), the linear equations with the augmented matrix can be derived from (7) by introducing an additional variable which satisfies as (22) which is nothing but the equation of the AV method, where the charge conservation law is enforced. Since the augmented matrix in (22) has the same structure as in (11) , it would have good conditioning after preconditioning. Indeed, this property has been shown experimentally in [13] and theoretically in [14] .
In summary, it is concluded that the EEC, IEC-SD, and AV methods are based on the common mathematical principle as the matrix deflation.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We consider a simple magnetostatic problem in which a thin magnetic layer is immersed in uniform external magnetic field as shown in Fig. 1 . The domain is uniformly discretized into edge-based hexahedral FEs. Note that the FEs become flat as decreases so that the matrix conditioning becomes poor.
The unknown is composed of the line integrals of the vector potential along the FE edges. The magnetostatic FE equation, , is solved using the deflation method which treats with the deflated equation of the form (7). The deflated CG method [3] is employed for computer implementation. This problem is also analyzed using the conventional ICCG method without special treatments and the IEC-SD method, the latter of which solves the augmented FE equation of the form (11) . The deflation matrix is constructed as follows [6] : the FE edges whose direction is parallel to or axis are classified into groups where the elements in a group have the same coordinates. For each group, a vector is defined so that the entities corresponding to the edges in the group are set to , a constant, and others are set to zero. This configuration gives small magnetic flux because the magnetic circulation along edges on an element face is small. The magnetic energy, thus, obeys as . This means that stands for the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue of which approaches zero as . In this way, the vectors , is generated to construct . In the numerical computation, is set to . The resultant solution times depending on the aspect ratio are shown in Fig. 2 . One finds that convergence of the deflation and IEC-SD methods is almost independent of in contrast to that of the ICCG. Fig. 3 shows the eigenvalues of the matrices and preconditioned with the diagonal scaling. The small eigenvalues, attributed to flatness of the elements, are eliminated in as expected.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the matrix deflation has been discussed especially focusing on application to analysis of electromagnetic fields. In this method, small eigenvalues of a matrix are replaced with zeros for improvement of matrix conditioning. The reason why the EEC and IEC-SD, as well as AV methods can improve matrix conditioning has been clarified through the theory of the matrix deflation. In particular, the mathematical properties of the augmented matrix used in the IEC-SD and AV methods have been discussed in detail. Numerical results have shown that both deflated CG method and IEC-SD keep good convergence even if the aspect ratio of finite elements increases in contrast to the conventional ICCG.
In practical FE modeling, flat FEs often present in, for example, thin magnetic-shielding region and skin layers in eddy current problems. The present method would be effective to reduce computational times for these problems.
